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Abstract 
We prove the consistency of: if B,, B2 are Boolean algebras atisfying the C.C.C. and the 2”%c. 
respectively then B1 x B2 satisfies the 2K0-~.~. We start with a universe with a Ramsey cardinal 
(less suffice). 
0. Introduction 
We heard the problem from Velickovic who got it from Todorcevic, it says 
“are there P, a C.C.C. forcing notion, and Q, a 2”0-C.C. forcing, such that P x Q is not 
2K0-~.~.?” We can phrase it as a problem of cellularity of Boolean algebras or 
topological spaces. 
We give a negative answer even for 2”o regular, this by proving the consistency of 
the negation. The proof is close to [2, $31 which continues [l, $21 and is close to [3]. 
A recent use is [4]. 
We start with T/l= “A is a Ramsey cardinal”, then use C.C.C. forcing blowing the 
continuum to J_ Originally the paper contained the consistency of e.g. 2Ko + [NJ :, 
2”0 the first k$Mahlo (weakly inaccessible; remember k: < co), but the theorem 
presented here is (for me) satisfactory. See more in [.5]. I thank Mariusz Rabus for 
corrections. 
What problems do Cl-41 and this paper raise? The most important are (we state the 
simplest uncovered case for each point): 
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A. Question. (1) Can we get e.g. Con(2”” -+ [NJ f)? More generally, raise ,u+ to higher 
cardinals. (See [S].) 
(2) Can we get Con& > 22“0 -+ [Kl] :)? Generally lower 2P; the exact N, seems to 
me less exciting. 
(3) Can we get e.g. Con(2” > 2 + [h+] :)? 
Also concerning [4]: 
B. Question. (1) Can we get the continuity on a nonmeager set for functions 
f : “2 --t “2? 
(2) What can we say about the continuity of 2-place functions? (See [7].) 
(3) What about n-place functions (after [2])? 
C. Question. (1) Can we get e.g. for p = ,u<” > NO, Con(if P is 2’-c.c., Q is p(+-C.C. then 
P x Q is 2P-c.c.)? 
(2) Can we get e.g. Con(if P is 2’“-c.c., Q is N+.c. then P x Q is 2”“-c.c.)? 
(3) Can we get e.g. Con(2”0 > 1. > NO, and if P is %-c.c., Q is K,-C.C. then P x Q is 
I-C.C.)? 
Preliminaries 
O.A. Let <,* be a well ordering of H(X) = {x: the transitive closure of x has cardinality 
< x> agreeing with the usual well ordering of the ordinals. 
P (and Q, R) will denote forcing notion(s), i.e., partial order with a minimal element 
8 = @,. A forcing notion P is R-closed if every increasing sequence of members of P, of 
length less than 3,, has an upper bound. 
O.B. For sets of ordinals, A and B, define Hg,‘A as the maximal order preserving 
bijection between initial segments of A and B, i.e., it is the function with domain 
{a E A: otp(cxn A) < otp(B)} and Hs$(c() = p if and only if a E A, /II E B and 
otp(z n A) = otp( /? n B). 
Definition 0.1. i -++ (cI):” holds provided that: whenever F is a function from [A] <” 
to 2, F(w) < min(w), C g 3, is a club then there is A G C of order type x such that 
Cw1, wz E CAI’“‘, 1~11 = lwzl * F(w,) = F(w,)]. (See [6, XVII, 4.x].) 
O.lA. Remark. (1) If i is a Ramsey cardinal then 3, -++ (3,):“. 
(2) If /1 = min{k 1 -+ (cz)>“} then /I is regular and ,! ++ (a):“. 
Definition 0.2. 1+ [z]:,~ if for every function F from [),I” to K there is A s 1 of order 
type z such that {F(w): w E [A]“} has power d 8. 
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Definition 0.3. A forcing notion P satisfies the Knaster condition (has property K) if 
for any {pi: i < oI} c P there is an uncountable A c o1 such that the conditions pi 
and Pj are compatible whenever i, j E A. 
1. Consistency of “c.c.c. x 2’Q-c.c. = 2%.c.” 
The ai’s are not really necessary but (hopefully) clarify. 
1.1. Definition. (1) %$, is the family of Q = (P,, QD, aa: 7 d cx, fl < x), where 
(a) (P,, QB: y < c(, /I < r) is a finite support iteration; 
(b) every P,, QY satisfies the ccc.; 
(c) QP is a Pg-name which depends just on GPBnP,*, (see below; hence it is in 
VIGpzO]), and l&l < K and its set of members c I’ (for simplicity); 
(d)al,cp,lasl~~andyEap 3 aY~ag. 
(2) For such Q we call a c eg(Q), Q-closed if [p E a * aD s a] and let 
P,* = PC =: {p E P,: dam(p) c a and for all p E dam(p): p(p) E I/ 
(not a name) and p rag It “p(b) E Qs”} 
(so we are defining P,* by induction on sup(a)) ordered by the order of PsupCa). 
(3) X:, K is the class of Q E .Tp, K such that if/l < y 6 /g(Q), c,f(P) # Ki then Pj,/Pl, 
satisfies the Knaster condition (actually we can use somewhat less). Let .X$ = Xp,y. 
(4) If defining 0, we omit P, to mean uB <a Pfl if CI is limit, Ps * QD if x = fl + 1. 
(5) We do not lose generality, if we assume QB c [ti] <No and the order is c (then 
1.2(l)(g) becomes trivial as for closed a and p, q E PT, we have p d q * p r a d q r a). 
1.2. Claim. (1) Assume x E {n, k} and Q = (P,,, Qs, ug: /I c LX, y < a) E XL.. Then 
(a) for LX* < r, Q 1 a* =: (P,, QB, ag: fl < CX*, y < a*) belongs to 3$:.; 
(b) P,* is a dense subset of P,; 
(c) for any Q-closed a E M, P,* c P, (in particular, P: is a dense subset of P,); 
moreouer,ifpEP,*thenp~aEPBand[p~a~qEP,*~r=:qupt(r\a)EP,* 
&p<r&q<rl; 
(d) for a Q-closed a z a, (P,*,,, Qs, a,: p E a, y E a) belongs to XL, (except 
renaming; not used); 
(e) ifQa is a P,*-name of a c.c.c. forcing notion of cardinulity d K, each member of QI 
is3om V, a s a is Q-closed, Ial <p and Pz+l =Por*Qz and when x = k, & 
satisfies the Knaster condition or at least cf (a) = N1 &“(fl < M * P, * Q,/PO;l 
satisfies the Knaster condition) then (P,, Qa, as: b’ < CI + 1, ?/ d x + 1); Xc,;.; 
(f) if n < w, pl, . . . ,p,, E P,* and 
(*) for every ,6E U;=Idom(p,) for some m= rnD,/E{l, . . . ,n} we have 
pm TW“PM) d qr pm(B)for ee{L . . . ,n>” 
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then pl, . . . ,p,, has a least common upper bound p which is dejned by: dam(p) = 
yF f;(f), PM) = p,JB), so in particular P E f’,* and A;= 1 pr EP,* 
*. 
(g) ifpt < plnd p/ E PF for e < n, and ak is Q-closedfor k < m then there is p’ E PF, 
such that p d p’ and P,*,+p, r ak < p‘ r ak for G < n, k < m. 
(2) If x E {n, k) and 6 < i. is a limit ordinal, andfor SI < 6 we have (P,, QP, aB: ,!? < CI, 
1’ < cc) E Xpt, and Pa = uYCdPi. then (P,,, QB, aS: /? < 6, y 6 S) belongs to Xp:,. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
Essentially by [3,2.4(2), p. 1761 (which is slightly weaker and its proof is left to the 
reader, so we give details here). 
1.3. Claim. Assume i ++ (co@*):” (e.g. /, a Ramsey cardinal, r* = /I), x > /I, x E H(X). 
(1) There is a strong (x, 1, x*, u, rC,, co)-system for x (see Definition 1.3A). 
(2) There is an end extension strong (x,1, CC, u, K,,, w)-system for x if Ib is Ramsey or 
2 = min { A: ;1+ (~Jcc*)~ “$ ( also then the condition holds for every u’ < p). 
1.3A. Definition. (1) We say N = (N,: s E [B] < ’ +‘) is a (x, /_, c(, 13, 0, n)-system if: 
(a) N,<(H(x), E) (or of some expansion), 19 + 1 G N,, 11 N,// = 8, “‘(NJ s (NJ; 
(b) B c A, otp(B) = a; 
(c) n 6 w (equality is allowed but 1 + w = w so s is always finite); 
(d) N,nN, c Ns,,; 
(e) N,nB = s; 
(f) if 1 s[ = 1 t 1 then N, z N, say H,,, is an isomorphism from N, onto N, (necessarily 
H,,, is unique); 
(g) ifs’ E s, t’ = {LX E t: (3fi E s’) [I~ns’l = lctn t/l} then H,,,,,, H,,, are compatible 
functions; H,,, = id, K,, 2 Hz!‘, H,,,,, OH,,,,, = H,,,,,, H,,, = (HJ’; 
(h) sup(N,ni) < min{r E B: AYES? < a}. 
(2) We add the adjective “strong” if we strengthen clause (d) by 
(d)+ N,nN, = Nsnt (so in clause (g), H,,,,, c H,,,). 
(3) We add the adjective “end extension” if 
(i) sat + N,nA~N,ni (where AaB means A = Bnmin(B\A)). 
(4) We add “for x” if x E N, for every s E [B] <I+“, and H,.,(x) = x. 
1.3B. Remark. If 1 is a Ramsey cardinal (or much less, see [6, XVII, 4.x] and [3, $41) 
then we have if y E s n t, s n y = t n y and y E N, then in (H(X), E , < ,*) the elements 
y and H,,,(y) realize the same type over {i: i < y}. 
Proof of Claim 1.3. (1) Let C = (6 < A: for every CI < 6 there is N<(H(x), E, <,*) 
such that ~1 + 1 + CI s N and sup(N n A) < S}. Clearly C is a club of A. 
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Let Bo = {Nil i < ON*} E C (ai strictly increasing) be indiscernible in 
(H(X), E, <x*,x} (see Definition 0.1). Let B = {ui: i < coa* limit}. For SE [I&]‘“” let 
Nz = the Skolem hull of SW {i: i < p} u {x, A} under the definable functions of 
(H(X), E, $) and 
N, = U{NP,nNP,: t,, t2 E [{pi: i < COX*}]<‘~ and s = tlntz}. 
Clearly 
(*) 
Now we shall show 
(*I1 ifs E [B] +, y E N, then for every finite t G B. there is u E [BJ’“” such that 
s~u,unt~sandy~N,O. 
As y E N, there are sr, s2 E [BO]<EZo such that y E Ni, n Ni2 and s = s1 ns2. Let s1 us2 = 
{@io, ... ,aim_l} (increasing), and let IZ* = sup{n: for some j, b + no N,uN,j + 1, 
and define for e d m a function fr with domain s1 u s2, such that 
if kbm-t and ik$s, 
otherwise. 
Note that 
01 for e < wf/ tsl =&+I tsl orfr Is2 =&+I ts2 (or both). 
[Why? As if E s2\sI\s or if E s2\s1\s or if E s = s1 nsz.] 
02 f/ is order preserving with domain so u sl, fr [ s = the identity. 
As y E Nf, n Nf2 there are terms zr, z2 such that 
y = tr( . . . > %r, ... )l&ES, = z2( . .. 5 Eikr .. . )XikES2. 
Using the indiscernibility of B. we can prove by induction on e 6 m that 
03./ Y = zl( ... JP(aiJ2 *.. )cQ,Es, = z2( ... ,h(%,), ... L,,ET~. 
[Why? For e = 0 this is given by the choice of zl, z2. For / + 1 note that by 02, 
ff+ 1 of; ’ is an order-preserving function from ran(&) onto ran(ff+ r). By 03,/ and 
“B. is indiscernible” we know zr( . . . ,h(~i,), ... )xi,E.j, = ZZ( ... ~f/(~i,), ... )niket2. BY 
the last two sentences and the indiscernibility of B. 
Tl( . . . ~(fr+l”f~‘)W(olik))~ ... )ai,~.~~ = z2( ... ~(h+l”.f~‘)(.Maik))~ ... )cx,(,Ec~~ 
But (h+l o_f/“‘)(h(%J) =h+l(%r) SJ 
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But by 01 for some eE {1,2} we haveh Is, =fr+l IL so T,( . . . >f/+l(ai,), . .. )az,ES,, 
= r,( . . . >f/(Mi,), . . . )aix tb,. but the latter is equal to y (by the induction hypothesis), 
hence the former is so by the last sentence 
Y = zl( .‘. >f/+l(%L .‘. Ililt.\, = Q( ... >f/+l(ai,), .‘. )11kEs2. 
So we have carried out the induction on e < m, and for 8 = m we get y E Nym(,,,, but 
by the choice of II* and fm clearlyf,(s,)nt G s, and we have proved (*)i.] 
Now we can note 
(*)z ifs E [B]‘“” and yi, . . . ,y, E N, then for some sr, s2 E [Bo]<Ho we have: 
s=slns, and y,, . ,y,~Nf,nNf,. 
[Why? We can find ur, ,u,, E [Bo]<sO such that s E u/, yl E N& (as yf E NJ. Now 
by (*)r for each / = 1,2, . . , n we can find u/ E [BoldKo such that s c L’/, 
s = u,n(Ui=,~,) and ~/EN:,. Let u = u~=ruf, v = u/“=iuf, clearly 
Yl, .” 9 y, E Nt n Nz and tl n v = s, as required.] 
Now, as we have Skolem functions, (*)2 implies 
(*)3 Ns<(H(x), ~2 <;). 
Also trivially 
(*)4 NY< N, hence p + 1 G N,, 
(*)5 s G t * N,<N,. 
(For (*)5, use (*)i.) Also 
(*)e N,, n NT2 = NS,nS2 for sr, sz E [B]‘““. 
[Why? The inclusions N,,osl _ c N,, n N,, follow from (*)s; for the other direction let 
YE N,,n N,,. By (*)r as y E N,, there is tl such that si G tr E [B,JcKO, 
ti n(sl us2) = s1 and y E Nz. By (*)r, as y E N,, there is t2 such that 
s2 G t2 E [Bo] -@, tzn(Ls,us,utl) =s2 and YEN:. So YE NEnNE, but easily 
tl nt2 = s1 nsz.] 
(*)7 sup(hr,nA) < min(x E B: AYES ;’ < u}. 
[Why? As B, E C and see the definition of C.] 
Now check that (a)-(h) of Definition 1.3A hold. Now (N,: s E [B]‘“o) is as required. 
(2) If ;1 is Ramsey, without loss of generality otp(B,) = /2. and it is easy to check 
1.3A(i). The other case is like [3, $41. q 
1.4. Theorem. Assume K0 < p < K < /I = cf(;l), 1, strongly inaccessible, A a Ramsey 
cardinal, and 0 (;j < i.: c/(a) = K,) (can be added by a preliminary forcing). Then we have 
P such that 
(a) P is a C.C.C. forcing of cardinality /z adding i reals (so the cardinals and cardinal 
arithmetic in VP should be clear), in particular in VP we have 2”’ = 1. 
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(b) Ikp “MA holdsfor c.c.c.forcing notions of cardinality < p and < 2 dense sets (and 
even for C.C.C. forcing notions of cardinality < K which are from V [A] for some 
A c p)“. 
(c) kp “if B is a ~-CL. Boolean algebra, xi E B\(O) for i < I then for some Z G j,. 
lZ[ = Nr and (Xi: i E Z> generates a properjilter of B (i.e., nojnite intersection is 
OS)=. 
(d) lt-p “if B, is a c.c.c. Boolean algebra, B2 is a I-CL. Boolean algebra then B1 x B2 is 
a I.-CL Boolean algebra”. 
Proof. Let (A6: 6 < 2, cf (6) = K,) exemplify the diamond. We choose by induction 
on 2 < A, Q” = (P,, &, as: y f a, fl < cr) E Xz,, such that cl1 < c( * 0”’ = Q” [ txl. 
In limits SI use 1.2(2). For M = p + 1, cf (p) # N1 take care of(b) by suitable bookkeep- 
ing using 1.2(l)(e). If a = j + 1, cf(p) = K1 and A, codes p E P, and PB-names of 
a Boolean algebra _B, and sequence (rf: i < p) of non-zero members of &, and 
p forces (lt-pp) that there is in V[cp,] some C.C.C. forcing notion Q of cardinality d p 
adding some Z G p, (Zl = Ki with {xf: i E Z} generating a proper filter of ,BB then we 
choose Qp, if p E C&, 
e.g. Coh& forcing. 
as such Q. If p $ GPB or there is no such Q in V [GJ then g/I is 
So every Q” is defined, let P = u y<iP),. Clearly (a) and (b) hold, and (d) follows 
by (c). So the rest of the proof is dedicated to proving (c). 
So let p E P, p IF “kj a A-C.C. Boolean algebra, _Ii E B\{OB} for i < 1”“. Without loss 
of generality the set of members of B is 1.. 
Let x = (P, p, lI, (xi: i < A)), x = A+. By Claim 1.3 there are AE [A]” and 
(N,: s E [A]‘““) as there (for K = p + K here standing for ~1 there). Let 
C = (6 < 2: 6 a strong limit cardinal > K + p, [a < 6 =j Q r M E H(6)], 
6 = sup(An6),s E [An6]“’ * sup(lnNJ < 6, 
@ 16 a P&-name, and for i < 6 we have Xi a P8-name}. 
For some accumulation point 6 of C, cf (6) = N, and Ad codes (p, e 16, (xi: i < 8)). 
We shall show that for some q, p d q E Ps and q It Pa “there is Q as required above”. By 
the inductive choice of Qa this suffices. 
Let A* c An& otp(i*) = wl, 6 = sup(A*) and (Si: i < oI) increasing continu- 
ous, 6 = IJi<o, 6,,6iEC, A*n&,=@, JA*n[6i,6i+,)\=l. 
In VP” we define: 
u: u E [A*]<“‘, and B I= “n xi # 0BT3 
ieu 
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ordered by inclusion. It suffices to prove that some 4, p < q E Pa, q forces that: Q is 
C.C.C. with UQQ an uncountable set; now clearly q forces that {xi: i E UCGe} generates 
a proper filter-of B. 
If not, we can find qi, Ui such that 
p 6 qi E P: and qi 1~ Pn “Ui E Q” (where Ui E [A*]‘““) 
and ((qi, Ui): i < ml) are pairwise incompatible in Pa * Q. 
Let Ui be a finite subset of A* such that: Ui E Vi, and” 
(*I [V E A* & u finite & y E (dom qi)nNo * ‘/E (domqi)nN,oJ. 
By Fodor’s Lemma for some stationary S c oi, u*, v*, n* and i(*) we have: for i <j 
in S, 
Vin6i = V* E hi(*), Vi G 6j, Illi/ = n*, 
Uin6i = U*, i(*) = min(S), 
{lynvi)(: YEU~} d oes not depend on i, 
4i t 6i E p6*,(,,3 4i E pd*,, 
Let bi =: NOi n& SO bi is necessarily Q’-closed and lbil = K. Let 4: = qi 1 bi, SO neces- 
sarily qt E Pt, (see 2.2(l)(c)). Easily Pt, E A’,, (though do not belong to it) so q/ E N,, . 
Let q? =: HvK,*,,.,(d), ~0 4? E Pb*,(,,. Let 
4! =: (4i t 6i(*)) u C4: t CNv,,*, ni\bi(*))l > 
by 1.2(l)(c) we know q! E %b,,,,)+~ and qf d q?, even without loss of generality 
4: 6 q? t bi(*). As Pi’Lp(b,,,,, + 1 Q Pa and Pa satisfies the C.C.C. clearly for some i < j from 
S, q?, qj3 are compatible in P&cbit*,j+ 1, so let r E P&,~b,,,,~+ 1 be a common upper 
bound. So q? 1(6i(*)nbi(*,) G r t(fii(*) nbi(*,) and 4; /(6i(*)nbi(*,) G r t(di(*)nbi(*,) 
and q? t hi(*) d r t bi(*) and 4; t bi(*) G r tbi(*). 
Without loss of generality dam(r) c bi(*) U6i(*) (allowed as bi(*) and Sit*) are 
closed, see 1.2(l)(c)); let ri = Hc,,v,,,,(r tbi(*,) and similarly rj = H,,,.+,(r rbi(*,). 
NotethatriEPa*l,rjEP6*,rjr~j=ritSi=rt~i(*). HenceriurjEP$. 
Case 1: riurj do not force (i.e. Ikp,) that 
B It “ (-j z& = og. 
aE"i""j 
Then there is r’ E Ps, ri < r’, rj < r’ forcing the negation. So without loss of generality 
r’ E P,*, and (as all parameters appearing in the requirements on r’ are in NOz,., also) 
r’ E PZoC,r,UC,j. Now r’, r, qi, qj have an upper bound r” E Pa. [Why? By 1.2(l)(f), we 
have to check the condition (*) there, so let 
/3 E dom(r’)~dom(r)udom(q~)udom(q~). 
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Subcase la: p E Gi(*)\N”,uvj. Note that NUiVVjn6i(,, = N,tnA = bi(*) (see choice of 
the N,,‘s and definition of the b,‘s) but dom(r’) G iVL’,UVjnA, so /3 # dom(r’). Now 
4i t 6i = 4i r 6i(*, = 4? t 6i(*) G r, 
4j r 6j = 4j 1 si(*) = 43 1 6i(*) G r. 
SO r t P 11 pp “4i(B) G r(P), 4j(P) G r(PY and /I 6 dom(r’). So we have confirmed (*) from 
1.2(l)(f) for this subcase. 
Subcase lb: ,8~ 6i(*)nN”,,“,. Exactly as above: Noiuv,n6i(.+) = N,*nA = bi(*), SO 
/!3 E N,*, p E Gi(*,nh;(*,. Also 
4i t bi(*) = 4! t 6’ I(*) = 4i2 t6i(*) = 4? t(h(*jnbi(*,) G r t (fii(*jn~i(*j) 
and 
4j t bi(*) = 4f t 6’ I(*) = 4j2 t hi(*) = Sj” t(6i(*jnbi(*j) < r r(di(*,nbi(,,) 
and 
r t (h(*)nbi(*,) d r’ 
(as fL Ditl, is the identity on hi(*) nbi(.+,). The last three inequalities confirm the 
requirement in 1.2(l)(f) (as /I E 6i(*)nbi(*), see above). 
Subcase 1~: fi E (8\di(*))\N”,““j. In this case /I 4 dom(r’) (as r’ E AJviuEj). Also 
hi(*) < 6i < 6j < 6 and: 
dom(r)\&(*) E (bi(z+z,u6i(*,)\di(*, c CJi(*), ai), 
dom(qJ\&(*) c [hi, Sj), dom(qj)\&,*) c Cd,, 4. 
So /I belongs to at most one of dom(r’), dam(r), dom(qi), dom(qj) SO the requirement 
(*) from 1.2(l)(f) holds trivially. 
Subcase Id: /I E (6\6i(*,)n NUiUOj. Clearly /3 $ dam(r). We know qi 1 bi = qt, ri 6 r’, 
HOi,,,,,, = d d q? t bi(s+) G r lbi(*, hence 
q! G Ho&,.,@ t bit*,) = H~,,,,,*,(r 1 bit*,) = ri 
but ri d r’, so together q! Q r’, and similarly qj Q r’. As we have noted /I 6 dam(r) we 
have finished confirming condition (*) from 1.2(l)(f)]. 
So really r, r’, qi, qj have a least common upper bound, say r”s hence (r”, 
UiVUj) E Pa * Q; exemplified (qi, Ui), (qj, uj) are compatible, as required. 
Case 2: not Case 1. Let (so: /I < 1) be such that: 
sg E [A] -0, v* G S@, Isfi\u*l = Ivi\v*I, 
SUp(V*) < 6i(*J < min(s,\v*), 
6 < min(s,\v*) (for simplicity), 
p < y * max(s,) < min(s,\v*). 
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As the truth value of nil,,, x, is a I’,*-name for some closed a E iV,, of cardinality d p, 
and 4i It [$ /= “flue,,, X, # OF”] clearly, 
q! II- [,B I= “&,, x, # Ok”]. 
For P < ,! let rs = HS,,,,,C*,(r 1hit*,), and ub = fLp,c,(,,(Ui(*)). Let 
r = (j3 < A: rs E &}. 
Clearly, 
ra ltp, [B It “ n .Xi # Op"]. 
icub 
Clearly p < rs and for some fl we have rlr IF “1 E [A]” (and p E &)” and by the 
assumption of the case: 
Ptki’{Qbxi:PE y, is a set of non-zero members of B 
any two having zero intersection in $“. 
This contradicts an assumption on B. 0 
We can phrase the consistency result as one on colouring. 
1.5. Lemma. In 1.4 we can add: 
(e) Zf c is a symmetric function from [2”“] <w to {O, l} then at least one of the following 
holds: 
(CC) we can find pairwise disjoint wi E 2”” for i < 2”’ such that c 1 [Wi] <So is 
constantly zero but 
A (3U 5 Wi, 3V C Wj)[C[UUV] = 11; 
i<j 
(p) we can find an unbounded B E 2’0 such that c t [B] cU is constantly 0. 
It is natural to ask: 
1.6. Question. Can we replace 2’0 by 1 < 2”0? Ki by p < A? What is the consistency 
strength of the statements we prove consistent? (see later). Does ;1 strongly inaccessible 
k$Mahlo (see [3]) suffice? 
1.7. Discussion. Of course, 1.5(e) + 1.4(c) * 1.4(d). Starting with 1. weakly compact, 
seemingly we can get a C.C.C. forcing notion P of cardinality i, such that in VP, 2”‘0 = 3, 
and (e) of 1.5 holds for c: [2”“]* --f (0, l} (so c(u) = 0 if (u 1 # 2) and this suffices for the 
result. Also we can generalize to higher cardinals. We shall discuss this elsewhere. 
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1.8. Theorem. Concerning the consistency strength, in 1.4 it &ices to assume 
(*) I+ is strongly inaccessible and for every F: [A]‘“0 + p and club C we can jind 
B c C (or just B G A), otp (B) = o1 such that 
(a) B is F-indiscernible, i.e., if n < w, u, v E [B]” then F(u) = F(v); 
(b) for every n < w there is B’ E [Cl” such that 
ifu E [B’]” and v E [B]” then F(u) = F(v). 
Proof. Let R = {Q: Q E H(A), Q E Xi,,} ordered by Q’ < Q” if Q’ = Q’ leg(Q’). 
Clause (b) takes care also of “the end extension” clause and for 1.3A(4), clause (b) the 
proof is the same. 
A somewhat less natural property though suffices. (Note: Clause (b) also helps to get 
rid of the club C.) 
1.9. Claim. In 1.4 it sufJices to assume 
(*) ifF: [A]‘“” -+ p then there is B G A, otp (B) = co1 such that 
(a) F 1 [B]” is constant for n < o; 
(b) if U~V’ E [B]<” for L’ = 1,2 then we can find vi E [A]” for i < i, u E tii, 
min(vi\U) > i, and i < j * F(v’ u v2) = F(vi u tlj). 
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